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Southwestern Conquistador Beer1    
 
Introduction  
Larry Gomez was just beginning to realize the problem was more complex than he thought. The problem, 
of course, was giving direction to Lawson and Associates regarding which research projects should be 
completed by February 20, 1999, to determine the market potential of a Conquistador beer distributorship 
(or “wholesaler’) for Southwestern Oregon. With data from this research, Larry would be able to estimate 
the feasibility of such an operation before the March 5 application deadline. Larry knew his decision of 
whether or not to apply for the distributorship was the most important career choice he had ever faced.  
 
Larry Gomez 
Larry was just completing his M.B.A. From his standpoint, the Conquistador announcement of expansion 
into Oregon could hardly have been better timed. He had long ago decided the best opportunities and 
rewards were in smaller, self-owned businesses.  
 
Because of a family tragedy some three years ago, Larry found himself in a position to consider small 
business opportunities such as the Conquistador distributorship. Approximately $600,000 was held in 
trust for Larry, to be disbursed when he reached age 30. Until then, Larry and his young family lived on an 
annual trust income of about $44,000. It was because of this income that Larry decided to leave his sales 
engineering job and return to graduate school for his M.B.A.  
 
The decision to complete a graduate program and operate his own business had been easy to make. 
While he could have retired and lived off investment income, Larry knew such a life would not be to his 
liking. Working with people and the challenge of making it on his own, Larry thought, were preferable to 
enduring an early retirement.  
 
Larry would be 30 in July; about the time money would actually be needed to start the business. In the 
meantime, he had access to about $15000 for feasibility research. While there certainly were other ways 
to spend the money, Larry and his wife agreed the opportunity to acquire the distributorship could not be 
overlooked. 
 
Conquistador, Inc.  
Conquistador had entered the U.S. beer market with distribution originally limited to New Mexico, Texas, 
California, and Arizona. The beer was still produced in Mexico, and retained its original and distinctive 
taste and packaging. These features plus an appealing image had generated a wide and enthusiastic 
following among some Hispanic market segments and college students. This success had prompted the 
company to expand their distribution as rapidly as possible into the states adjoining the original markets.  
 
Larry was aware of Conquistador's popularity with consumers. From both personal experience and 
published articles, Conquistador's consumers were characterized as almost fanatically brand loyal despite 
the beer's premium price. As an example, ticket counter employees at the Los Angeles airport regularly 
reported seeing out-of-state passengers carrying one or more cases of Conquistador on board for home 
consumption in non-Conquistador states. Local acceptance, Larry thought, would be no less enthusiastic.  
 
Because of this high consumer acceptance, the Conquistador Company spent less on advertising than 
did competitors. Consumer demand seemed to pull the product through the distribution channel.  
 
Lawson Research Proposal  
Because of the press of studies, Larry contacted Lawson and Associates in January for assistance. The 
firm, a Portland based general research supplier, had conducted other feasibility studies in the Pacific 
Northwest. 
                                                        
1 Updated from “Southwestern Conquistador Beer” in Aaker, Kumar,and Day 1995), Marketing Research 
(5th Edition). New York: John Wiley & Sons, pp. 103-112.   This case was originally written by Professor 
James E. Nelson of Montana State University. Professor John Lynch of Duke University updated the case 
and converted it to allow report purchase over the technology platform at the Fuqua School of Business. 
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In January Larry met John Rome, Senior Researcher, and extensively discussed the Conquistador 
opportunity and appropriate research. Rome promised a formal research proposal (Exhibit 1-2) for the 
project that Larry now held in his hand. It certainly was extensive, Larry thought, and reflected the 
professionalism he expected. Now came the hard part, choosing the more relevant research from the 
proposal, because he certainly couldn't afford to pay for it all. Rome had suggested a meeting for Friday 
which gave Larry only three more days to decide. 
 
Larry was at first overwhelmed. All of the research would certainly be useful. He was sure he needed 
estimates of sales and costs in a form allowing managerial analysis, but what data and in what form? 
Knowledge of competing operations' experience, retailer support, and consumer acceptance also seemed 
crucial for feasibility analysis. What if consumers were excited about Conquistador but retailers were 
indifferent, or the other way around? Finally, several of the studies would provide information also useful 
in later months of operation in the areas of promotion and pricing, for example. The problem now 
appeared more difficult than before. 
 
It would have been nice, Larry thought, if he only had some time to perform part of the suggested 
research himself. There was just too much in the way of class assignments and other matters to allow 
him that luxury. Besides, using Lawson and Associates would give him research results from an unbiased 
source. Anyway, there would be enough for him to do once he received the results.  
 
Investment and Operating Data  
Larry was not completely in the dark regarding investment and operating data for the distributorship. In 
the previous two weeks he had visited two beer wholesalers in his hometown, who handled Olympia and 
Hamms beer, to get a feel for their operation and market experience. It would have been nice to interview 
a Conquistador wholesaler, but Conquistador management had strictly informed all of their distributors to 
provide no information to prospective applicants.  
 
While no specific financial data were discussed, general information had been provided in a near cordial 
fashion because of the noncompetitive nature of Larry's plans. Based on his conversations, Larry had 
made the following estimates: 
  
Inventory        $480,000  
Equipment  

Delivery trucks     $304,000  
Forklifts       $40,000  
Recycling and other equipment    $40,000  
Office equipment      $16,000  

Total equipment       $  400,000  
Warehouse        $  640,000  
Land         $    80,000  
Total investment       $1,600,000 
  
A local banker had reviewed Larry's financial capabilities and had seen no problem in extending a line of 
credit on the order of $700,000. Other family sources also might loan as much as $400,000 to the 
business.  
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As a rough estimate of fixed expenses, Larry planned to have four route salespersons, a secretary, and a 
general warehouseperson. Salaries for these people and himself would be about $450,000 annually plus 
some form of incentive compensation he had yet to determine. Other fixed or semifixed expenses were 
estimated at  
 
Equipment depreciation    $80,000 
Warehouse depreciation   $32,000 
Utilities and telephone    $32,000  
Insurance     $24,000 
Personal property taxes   $20,000 
Maintenance and janitorial  $11,200 
Miscellaneous    $  4,800 
 
Total     $204,000 
 
According to the two wholesalers, beer in bottles and cans outsold keg beer by a three-to-one margin. 
Keg beer prices at the wholesale level were about 45 percent of prices for beer in bottles and cans. 
 
Meeting 
The entire matter deserved much thought. Maybe it was a golden opportunity, maybe not. The only thing 
certain was that research was needed. Lawson and Associates was ready, and Larry needed time to 
think. Today is Tuesday, Larry thought; only three days until he and John Rome get together for direction. 
 
 
 
 
 
Your assignment 
You should read over the case as an individual. Then get together with your group to decide which 
reports to purchase. You will use an online order form that allows you to decide which reports from the 
available set {A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, and I; see Exhibits} you want to purchase.  
 
You want to buy the “right” reports that allow you to make the right decision, but also you want to avoid 
spending money on reports that are “nice to know” rather than “need to know.” Just because you have a 
research budget of $15 K doesn’t mean you have to spend it all.  
 
After you have purchased research reports, use the results from the reports to make a recommendation 
about the course of action Mr. Gomez should take.  Be prepared to defend your decision. Each group 
should prepare a 2-3 slide solution. The solution should specify: a) how you decided what reports were 
needed, and c) what calculations are required to convert the information in the reports to a course of 
action, and c) your recommendation about whether to buy the Conquistador distributorship based on 
those calculations.  
 
P.S. It is not okay to search online to get key numbers rather than paying for a report to get that number.   
The objective of this case is to have you think through carefully what information is needed. The learning 
would be compromised if you could recover easily from a failure to purchase a key report by finding the 
missing number on the Internet. 
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EXHIBIT 1-2 
 

Lawson and Associates Research Proposal 
 

January 15, 1999 
 
Mr. Larry Gomez  
1198 West Lamar  
Portland, Oregon  
 
Dear Larry,  
 It was a pleasure meeting you last week and discussing your business and research interests in Conquistador 
wholesaling. From further thought and discussion with my colleagues, the Conquistador opportunity appears even more 
attractive than when we met.  

Appearances can be deceiving, as you know, and I fully agree that some formal research is needed before you 
make an application. Research that we recommend would proceed in two distinct stages and is described below: 

 
Stage One: Research Based on Secondary Data 

 
Study A: National and Oregon per capita Beer Consumption for 1996, 1997, and 1998  
 

Description: Per capita annual consumption (in gallons) of beer for the total population and population age 21 
and over is provided.  

 
Source:  Various publications 
 
Cost:  $600 

 
Study B: Population Estimates for 1998 to 2003 for Five Oregon Counties in Market Area  
 

Description:  Annual estimates of total population and population age 21 and over is provided for the period 
1998 to 2003.  

 
Source:  U.S. Bureau of Census and Sales Management Annual Survey of Buying Power 
 
Cost:  $900 
 

 
Study C: Conquistador Market Share Estimates for 1998-2003  
 

Description:  Conquistador market share based on total gallons consumed in the five-county market area is 
estimated for each year in the period 1998 to 2003. These data will be projected from 
Conquistador's experience in California, Texas, New Mexico, and Arizona.  

 
Source:  Various publications 
 
Cost:  $1200 
 

 
Study D: Estimated Liquor and Beer Licenses for the Market Area 1999-2003  
 

Description:  Projection of the number of on-premise sale operations and off-premise sale operations is 
provided. 

 
Source:  Oregon Department of Revenue, Liquor Division 
 
Cost:  $600 
  

 
Study E: Beer Taxes Paid by Oregon Wholesalers for 1997 and 1998 in the Market Area  
 

Description:  Beer taxes paid by each of the five currently operating competing beer wholesalers is provided. 
This can be converted to gallons sold by applying the state gallonage tax rate of $0.21 / gallon.  

 
Source:  Oregon Department of Revenue, Liquor Division 
 
Cost:  $2400 

  
 

(continued)  
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(continued)  
 
 
Study F: Financial Statement Summary of Wine, Liquor, and Beer Wholesalers for 1998  
 

Description:  Composite balance sheets, income statements, and relevant measures of performance provided 
for 152 similar wholesaling operations are provided.  

 
Source:  Robert Morris Associates annual statement studies 
 
Cost:  $100 

 
Stage Two: Research Based on Primary Data 

 
Study G: Consumer Study  
 

Description:  Study G involves focus-group interviews and a questionnaire to determine consumer past 
experience, acceptance, and intention to buy Conquistador beer. Three interviews would be 
conducted in three counties in the market area. From these data, a mail questionnaire would be 
developed and sent to 1000 adult residents in the market area utilizing direct questions and a 
semantic differential scale to measure attitudes towards Conquistador beer, competing beers, and 
an ideal beer.  

 
Source:  Lawson and Associates 
 
Cost:  $6600 

 
Study H: Retailer Study  
 

Description:  Focus-group interviews would be conducted with six potential retailers of Conquistador in one 
county in the market area to determine their post beer sales and experience and their intention to 
stock and sell Conquistador. From these data, a mail questionnaire would be developed and sent 
to all appropriate retailers in the market area to determine similar data.  

 
Source:  Lawson and Associates 
 
Cost:  $3600 

 
Study I: Surveyor Retail and Wholesale Beer Prices  
 

Description:  Study I involves in-store interviews with a sample of fifteen retailers in the market area to 
determine retail and wholesale prices for Budweiser, Hamms, Michelob, Olympia, and a low-price 
beer.  

 
Source:  Lawson and Associates 
 
Cost:  $3600 

 
Examples of the form of final report tables are shown in Exhibit 1-3. This should give you a better idea of the data you will 
receive.  
 
As you can see, the research is extensive and, I might add, not cheap. However, the research as outlined will supply you 
with sufficient information to make an estimate of the feasibility of a Conquistador distributorship, the investment in which is 
substantial.  
 

I have scheduled 9:00 AM next Friday to meet with you to discuss the proposal in detail. Time is short, but we firmly feel 
the study can be completed by February 20, 1999. If you need more information in the meantime, please feel free to call.  
 
Sincerely,  
 
John Rome  
Senior Research Analyst 
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Exhibit 1-3 
Examples of Final Research Report Tables 
 
 
 
Table A:  National and Oregon Resident Annual Beer 
Consumption 
      
 US  Oregon 
Year Entire Over 21  Entire  Over 21 
 Population   Population  
1996      
1997      
1998      
Average      
Source: Study A 
 
 
 
 
Table B:  Population Estimates for Five Oregon Counties in Market 
Area 
       
Entire Population      
County 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
A       
B       
C       
D       
E       
Total       
       
21 and over      
County 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
A       
B       
C       
D       
E       
Total       
Source: Study B 
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Table C:  Conquistador  Market Share Estimates 
  
Year Market  
  Share (%) 
1998  
1999  
2000  
2001  
2002  
2003  
Source:  Study C 
 
 
 
Table D:  Liquor and Beer License Estimates for Market Area  
       
Type of License 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
All Beverages       
Retail Beer and Wine       
Off-Premise Beer Only       
Veterans Beer & Liquor       
Fraternal       
Resort Beer and Liquor       
Source: Study D 
 
 
 
Table E:  Beer Taxes Paid by Beer 
Wholesalers in the Market Area, 1997-1998 
   
Wholesaler 1997 Tax $ 1998 Tax $ 
A   
B   
C   
D   
E   
Total   
Source:  Study E 
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Study F:  Financial Statement Summary for 152 Wholesalers of Wine, Liquor, and Beer 1998 
    
Assets %   
Cash & Equivalents    
Accounts & Notes Receivable, Net    
Inventory    
All other Current    
     Total Current    
Fixed Assets Net    
Intangibles Net    
     All Other Non-Current    
TOTAL 100.0%   
    
    
Liabilities % Ratios % 
Notes Payable Short Term  Quick  
Current Maturity LT Debt Accts  Current  
& Notes Payable-Trade  Debts/Worth  
Accrued Expenses  Sales/Receivables  
All Other Current  Costs of Sales/Inventory  
Total Current  % Profit Before Taxes  
Long Term Debt  Based on Total Assets       
All Other Non-current    
Net Worth    
Total Liabilities & Net Worth 100.0%   
    
    
Income Data    
Net Sales    
Cost of Sales    
     Gross Profit    
Operating Expenses    
Operating Profit    
All Other Expenses Net    
Profit Before Taxes    
    
Source: Study F (Robert Morris Associates, Copyright © 1999). 
 
Various disclaimers:  

1. Only companies with a chance of being included in Table F are those for whom their submitting 
banks have recent figures. 

2. Even within this group, those chosen, and the total number chosen, were not chosen randomly or 
in a statistically projectable way. 

3. Many companies in Table F have varied product lines.  Bankers have categorized them by 
primary product line and some impurity results.  Thus, figures should not automatically be 
considered as representative. 
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Table G:  Consumer Questionnaire Results       
          
    Yes No     
Consumed Conquistador in the Past: % %     
          
Attitudes Toward Conquistador %   Usually Buy Beer at:  % 
Strongly Like      Liquor Stores   
Like      Taverns and Bars   
Indifferent/No Opinion     Supermarkets   
Dislike      Corner Grocery   
Strongly Dislike     Total   100.0 
Total   100.0       
          
          
Weekly Beer Consumption %   Features Considered Important 
Less than 1 can     When Buying Beer  % 
1-2 cans      Taste    
3-4 cans      Brand Name   
5-6 cans      Price    
7-8 cans      Store Location   
9 + cans      Advertising   
Total   100.0   Carbonation   
      Other    
      Total   100.0 
Intention to Buy Conquistador %       
Certainly will          
Maybe will          
Not sure          
Maybe will not          
Certainly will not         
Total   100.0       
          
          
          
Semantic Differential Scale        
          
   Some- Some-      
 Extremely Very what what Very  Extremely    
Masculine       Feminine   
Healthful       Unhealthful  
Cheap       Expensive   
Strong       Weak   
Old-fashioned      New   
Upper Class       Lower Class  
Good Taste       Bad Taste   
Source: Study G 
Profiles would be provided for Conquistador, three competing beers, and an ideal beer. 
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Table H:  Retailer Questionnaire Results      
         
Brands of Beer Carried %  1998 Beer Sales  % 
Olympia     Olympia    
Budweiser     Budweiser    
Rainer     Rainer    
Hamms     Hamms    
Brand E     Brand E    
Brand F     Brand F    
Brand G     Brand G    
     Others    
     Total   100.0 
         
         
         
Semantic Differential Scale       
         
   Some- Some-     
 Extremely Very what what Very  Extremely   
Masculine       Feminine  
Healthful       Unhealthful 
Cheap       Expensive  
Strong       Weak  
Old-fashioned      New  
Upper Class      Lower Class 
Good Taste      Bad Taste  
         
         
         
Intention to Sell Conquistador %      
Certainly will        
Maybe will        
Not sure         
Maybe will not        
Certainly will not        
Total   100.0      
Source: Study H 
Profiles would be provided for Conquistador, three competing beers, and an ideal beer. 
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Table I:  Retail and Wholesale Prices for Selected Beers in the Market Area 
   
 Wholesalea Retailb 
Beer 6-pack $ 6-pack $ 
Budweiser   
Hamms   
Michelob   
Olympia   
Low Price Special   
Source:  Study I 
aPrice that the wholesaler sold to retailers. 
bPrice that the retailer sold to consumers. 
 
 


